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Inspiration
My Major Textiles Project is greatly influenced by Brigitte Bardot’s gingham 
wedding dress. I am personally fond of the rhythm of the gingham print that 
draws the wearers’ eyes around the dress and I’ve decided to use gingham 
fabric to construct my garments.

Analysis of aesthetic features
- This design is a pink outfit consists of a crop top featuring gingham straps
and a gingham pencil skirt. The inspiration derived from the Brigitte Bardot’s
wedding dress can be seen in the use of gingham cotton to make the pencil
skirt and is also presented through the bodice’s straps.
- The tight pencil skirt enhances the shape for both the garment and the body.
- The horizontal ruffles create soft and wavy line. However, the ruffles appear
to be lonely as it does not flow well with other decorative techniques which
leads to the lack of unity.
- The incorporation of hand embroidery and beading on the top creates
emphasis for the design but it offers too much of a stark contrast as it is not
emphasised at the bottom.

Analysis of functional features
- The back split provides the wearers ease of movement.
- Invisible zipper for easy access to the dress.
- The lack of lining makes the garments not comfortable and also affects the
form and structure of the garments.
- The addition of bra cups gives the top stability and is suitable for a strap top.
However, all of the ornamentation focusing only on the top makes it heavy
and with the thick bra cups, they make the top difficult and uncomfortable to
wear.
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Design One

Evaluation: 
This design incorporates different aesthetic techniques which demonstrates creativity but the focal points only locate on the bodice which leaves the pencil 
skirt neglected. This is inappropriate because the skirt is constructed using the gingham fabric inspired by Brigitte Bardot yet is not noticed due to the heavy 
embellishment on the bodice. The lack of lining also makes the garments uncomfortable to wear and affects the structure of the garments. 

Design Two
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Inspiration
My second design significantly reflects the Dior’s New Look 
silhouette through the figure-hugging bodice and a full circle skirt 
that cinches at the waist. The influence from Brigitte Bardot’s 
gingham wedding dress is also evidenced through the consistent 
use of the gingham fabric. 

Development 
The silhouette of my design has been significantly altered. I have 
replaced the crop bodice with a figure-hugging top with short 
sleeves and the new skirt is a voluminous circle skirt. The new 
bodice features collars embellished with Broderie Anglaise trim 
and the garment is fully lined to enhance the comfort as well as 
the luxurious finish. 

Analysis of aesthetic features 
- The decorative button line creates emphasis for the bodice
along with the Broderie Anglaise ruffles flowing vertically on the
sides.
- The incorporation of vertical ruffles made from Broderie
Anglaise trim creates wavy lines for the bodice.
- Beading is done around the waistline towards to bursts. This
creates focal point for the garment yet does not accentuate the
waistline, making it look thick and heavy.
- Broderie Anglaise trim is further used to embellish the collars.
However, the trim of the collars partially covers the Broderie
Anglaise ruffles which does not look aesthetically pleasing and
also creates bulk.

Analysis of functional features 
- The circle skirt designed as the bottom allows the wearer to
easily walk around compared to the pencil skirt
- The dress is fully lined with Bemsilk lining which provides a
soft touch when contacts with skin. 
- The invisible zipper at the back cuts across the waistline which
allows the wearer to easily put the dress on and take it off.
- The buttons are only decorative without any functional use
which becomes a limit of the design.
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Evaluation 
Design two reflects well my sources of inspiration yet it lacks the use of aesthetic 
features and the functional features are not optimised. The Broderie Trim on the 

collar does not pair well with the vertical ruffles along the decorative buttons while 
the beading still creates bulky and thickness. However, the silhouette is heading in 

the right direction for my aesthetic. 
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